DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

GRADUATE FACULTY MEMBERSHIP

1. **Membership**: Graduate-Faculty in the Department of English are those tenure-track and tenured assistant, associate, and full professors who may teach graduate courses (5000/6000 levels), serve on master's committees, direct master's theses, and serve on doctoral committees. Graduate-Faculty status will be reviewed every seven years. Graduate-Faculty members will normally be those with doctoral degrees or the equivalent in one of the department's teaching or research areas. Further, they will have demonstrated a continuing research interest in the fields in which they expect to teach and direct graduate work. Such professional interest shall be demonstrated by some or all (but not merely one) of the following (in descending order of importance):

   a. scholarly (or creative, as appropriate) publication in the field;
   b. receipt of funding for major research projects;
   c. awards and special recognition for research in the field;
   d. significant and frequent contributions to the participation at professional conventions and meetings;
   e. recent experience teaching in the relevant field at the graduate level.

Graduate teaching experience is placed last to indicate that it cannot be the sole qualification for continuing Graduate-Faculty membership.

2. **Membership with Dissertation Endorsement**: Those being considered for Graduate-Faculty membership may also receive an endorsement to direct doctoral dissertations. The Graduate Committee's dissertation endorsement will be given to those with doctoral degrees or the equivalent and the successful demonstration, since their last review, of research and publication in the field of specialty; usually this means an earned Ph.D. and professional publication in the field. Each publication will usually take the form of articles in professional journals and scholarly books published by university
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and commercial presses. "Publication" could also include an article published in a book and article-length review essays. (In the literature profession, articles are generally valued above simple book review; articles in well-known journals are valued over those in new and unknown journals; and a book is judged as more valuable than several minor articles. However, no strict hierarchy of importance can or should be imposed as a universal judgment among the types of publications.) The membership recommendation with a dissertation endorsement will be communicated by the Graduate Director to the departmental Chair, who, in turn, may choose to advise that the Graduate Dean grant such membership.

3. **Special Member:** Faculty eligible for Special Membership in the Graduate-Faculty are those holding temporary appointments, e.g., visiting or adjunct professors. The length of such membership shall be determined by the duration of the appointment; the reason(s) for membership shall be identified by the Graduate Committee at the request of the departmental Chair and/or the Graduate Director.

4. **Application for Membership:** Those being considered for Graduate-Faculty membership will submit appropriate documentation to the departmental Graduate Committee. The Graduate Director will present the Committee’s recommendation to the department Chair for endorsement and transmittal to the Graduate Dean.

Those who are denied the Graduate Committee’s recommendation for membership, or for membership with a dissertation endorsement, may appeal directly through the departmental Chair to the Graduate Dean for reconsideration.
To: Dr. William Ray, Associate Dean, Graduate College
From: David Gross, Graduate Liaison, English
Subject: Departmental criteria for graduate faculty membership

At its regularly scheduled meeting on January 19, the graduate committee of the English department (composed of five members of the graduate faculty) voted unanimously to keep in effect our existing criteria for graduate faculty membership, with the following exception. The committee voted to remove the list of professional journals on page 2. Thus the first sentence on that page should read "Such publication will usually take the form of articles in professional journals and scholarly books published by university and commercial presses."

The committee voted to set the term of appointment to the graduate faculty at seven years.

These decisions were made after careful consideration, and after providing all members of the department with copies of the criteria and requesting suggestions for changes. There were none.

cc: Dr. David Mair, interim chair
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To: Stephen Tabachnick, Chair, English Department

From: Nicholas Howe, Director of Graduate Studies

Date: October 17, 1990

Subject: Graduate Faculty Status

At its last meeting, the Graduate Committee (Professors Howe, G. Davis, Dobrinier, Flanigan and Ransom) made the following recommendations concerning the graduate faculty status of new and visiting faculty in the English Department. In each case, the recommendation was unanimous. According to the Graduate College regulations, you are to act on these recommendations by approving or modifying them and then by reporting your recommendations to the Graduate College on the standard form (copy attached). The CV of each faculty member must be attached to the form, and I include copies of each person's CV. If you have any questions about these recommendations or the procedure as a whole, please feel free to speak with me.

J. Hunter Cadzow -- M1 status for 7 years (will be reviewed when he completes his Ph.D.)

Susan Green -- M3 status for 7 years.

Jose Lanters -- M2 status for 1 year (term of her appointment).

Stephen Tabachnick -- M3 status for 7 years.

Gerald Vizenor -- M3 status for 7 years.

Stephen Witte -- M2 status for 1 year (term of his appointment).

The three levels of status are as follows:

M1: can teach graduate courses, serve on master's committees, and direct master's theses.

M2: can serve on doctoral committees.

M3: can direct doctoral committees.

In each case, the higher level of status includes the responsibilities of the lower one(s). No faculty member's term can extend for more than 7 years so as to allow for a regular review. The policy of the Graduate College is to assign no higher level of status than M1 to a faculty member who is ABD.
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June 25, 1985

TO: Kenneth L. Hoving, Vice Provost for Research Administration and Dean of the Graduate College

FROM: Russell D. Buhite, Interim Dean
College of Arts and Sciences

I approve the criteria for graduate faculty membership for the Department of English.

RDB: pnb